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What can election law contribute to deliberative democracy? Election law can try to make 

elections more deliberative; or it can try to make deliberation more electoral. It can focus on 

deliberation in elections or deliberation about elections. These approaches are not of course 

mutually exclusive. But the first, which is more common, is problematic, and the second, less 

appreciated, is more promising. Which approach we emphasize affects how we assess judicial 

decisions and proposals for reform, as well as legal doctrines about the electoral process.  

 

Deliberative Democracy 

What would it mean to make elections more deliberative? Deliberative democracy comes in many 

flavors, and has something to offer almost every election lawyer.1 That is part of its appeal but 

also part of the difficulty in identifying its distinctive requirements. In some forms, it seems to be 

simply a demand that citizens meet together to discuss politics so that they can become better 

informed about the candidates and issues of the day. It may also call on candidates for office to 

debate one another so that voters will know better where they stand, and can choose the party or 

candidate more in line with their own views.  

Most deliberative democrats agree that these are worthy aims, but so would most other 

kinds of democrats. The ideas that voters should talk about issues and candidates to become better 

informed and that campaign discussion should help them make more informed choices are not 

exclusive to deliberative democracy. They are no less central to conceptions that are often 

contrasted with deliberative theories, such as competitive theories, the most prominent alternative 

in the election law literature.2 Part of the point of making elections competitive is to give voters 

clear and meaningful choices among candidates and parties. Competitive theorists would favor 

any practices (including political discussion) that help voters to become better informed about the 

choices they have to make. Nor do competitive theorists rule out any particular method of 

informing voters. Presenting reasons for one’s opinions may not always be the most effective way 

of persuading voters, but it is a standard part of the repertoire of candidates in a competitive 

campaign.  
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To sharpen the contrast between deliberative and other conceptions of democracy, we 

should focus on requirements of deliberative democracy that are not typically found in other 

conceptions, at least not to the same degree or with the same salience.3 Three are most relevant. 

The first is that that the reason-giving process should be reciprocal.4 Participants give 

reasons that should be acceptable to anyone trying to find reasonable terms of cooperation in 

circumstances of political disagreement. The reasons may refer to particular interests, but they 

should also show how the proposal in question serves a wider public. They should amount to 

more than strategic communication intended to serve only the interests of a single group or party. 

Participants should try to find a basis for agreement that could improve on the status quo for all 

citizens, and—equally important—to maintain mutual respect when, as is usual in politics, 

disagreement persists.5  

The second requirement is that the process should encourage what has been called 

provisionality.6 That implies simply that participants should be open to changing their opinions in 

reaction to the reasons their opponents offer. The change should come in response not only to 

new facts or changed circumstances (as most theorists would recognize) but also to arguments 

about basic values (as they apply to policies, candidates and parties). Preferences are not to be 

regarded as fixed but rather as subject to revision in the give-and-take of the political process. In 

some cases the deliberators may be convinced by opponents’ arguments, but even when they are 

not, they may decide that on balance it is reasonable to accept a compromise.   

Finally, the process should include as diverse a set of perspectives as possible consistent 

with productive discussion.7 Diversity of perspectives is assumed to improve the quality of the 

deliberation and the decisions that it produces. The requirement differs from the general 

egalitarian requirement found in most democratic theories. Although deliberative democrats also 

believe that all citizens should have an equal right to participate in governing or at least in 

choosing their representatives, the distinctive requirement of diverse deliberation is both more 

and less demanding. It is more demanding because it calls for affirmative efforts to bring 

neglected perspectives into the deliberation, regardless of the number or intensity of their 

representation in the electorate. It is less demanding because it may be satisfied if the perspectives 

are represented in the deliberation, regardless of whether every citizen has a chance to participate.  

  

Deliberative Elections 
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Elections are not an obvious place to seek more deliberative democracy. Voting is the least 

deliberative act in the public democratic process. It appears more an act of will than of reason. 

Voters no doubt have their reasons for voting as they do, and analysts devote much effort to 

trying to discern them. But voters are not obligated to give any reasons for their decisions. They 

do not have to justify themselves to anyone. Individually they simply mark their ballot, and 

collectively they thereby express the popular will.8  

If voting itself remains opaque to deliberative scrutiny, the steps leading up to the act 

offer more possibilities for deliberative improvement. The campaign is the place in the electoral 

process that most obviously might seem to benefit from more deliberation. Certainly many 

deliberative theorists think so.9  Some have devoted considerable ingenuity to devising devices 

that would help realize this objective. The cause has attracted not only deliberative theorists but 

also political leaders and even supreme court justices who are not usually regarded as deliberative 

democrats. Consider this declaration by Justice Kennedy: “Deliberation on the positions and 

qualifications of candidates is integral to our system of government”10   

However, making elections deliberative is problematic, first, because it would undermine 

the essential character of campaigns, and frustrate one of its key purposes. Campaigns function 

best as strategic interactions with zero-sum outcomes, not as deliberative exchanges with joint 

gains. They are winner-take-all contests, not win-win negotiations. If candidates were to try to 

seek agreement with their opponents, as the deliberative requirement of reciprocity suggests, they 

would serve less well not only their own cause but also the democratic value of the campaign. 

They would deprive voters of a clear and distinct choice—subverting a basic purpose of 

campaigns in a democracy. 

To underscore why campaigns are not a time to cooperate, consider this extreme but 

actual example of an electoral concession. It took place in a race for a seat in the Colorado state 

senate in 1996—a hotly fought contest between the Democrat Laurie Bower, and the Republican 

Dave Wattenberg. Four days before the election Bower announced that, after much deliberation, 

she had concluded that Wattenberg was “in a better position to help the people of this district.” 

She would “put aside the partisan differences,” and immediately withdraw from the race.11 

Bower’s action was inappropriate for many reasons, but most fundamentally because she 

completely disrupted the competitive process that would have given voters a choice. She turned a 

deliberative virtue into a strategic vice. Her attitude, suitably adjusted, might have been admirable 
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in legislative negotiations where parties were trying to reach bipartisan compromises, but here it 

was not only disloyal to the party but also detrimental to the electoral process.  

Neither should voters usually adopt a cooperative attitude in campaigns. Some citizens 

may wish to organize nonpartisan forums and public-spirited websites to inform all voters better, 

but the campaign depends on most citizens’ pursuing their partisan goals, organizing and 

mobilizing their like-minded compatriots. If they were to spend too much time talking to 

opponents, they would become less zealous, more tolerant, and (as some studies show) less likely 

to be politically active.12 (The tendency to associate exclusively with like-minded fellow citizens 

may be undesirable in a deliberative democracy, but in campaigns it is often functional.)   

The deliberative requirement of provisionality also undermines the aim of producing a 

clear choice for voters. Candidates who keep an open mind, and seem willing to change in 

response to the criticisms of opponents, are not only less likely to win, but they are also more 

risky choices for voters. Candidates’ support and ultimately their success depend on consistently 

affirming their commitment to partisan goals, and on distinguishing their positions sharply from 

those of their opponents.13 Voters need to see the differences between the candidates as clearly as 

possible.14  

Having a reputation for sticking to positions may be even more useful than the content of 

the positions themselves. As mobilization of the base has become increasingly important, 

candidates who want to motivate supporters have to show that they are steadfast. The overriding 

aim is to mobilize supporters, not to persuade opponents.15 Candidates may need to be more open 

to change when they govern, but if they equivocate in the campaign, they may deny themselves 

and their supporters the opportunity to govern.  

Neither are voters open to change as the deliberative ideal might suggest. Although 

political scientists no longer insist that campaigns have only “minimal effects” (as the 

conventional wisdom in the field long held), they continue to find that campaigns largely 

reinforce attitudes that most voters had before the campaign started.16 Most voters cast their vote 

on the basis of “fundamentals”—the performance of the economy, partisan identification, and 

ideological compatibility.17 They do not change their views about the fundamentals during a 

campaign. Even most of the undecided and independent voters eventually follow their pre-

campaign partisan inclinations. There is not much mutual mind changing here. 
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But the deliberative democrat might well say: we should not accept this state of affairs, 

but try to reform it. Certainly the quality of campaigns can be improved. More and better 

information would be desirable. Rules and even laws discouraging false and misleading speech 

might be worthwhile and constitutionally feasible.18 Such reforms would help bring voters’ 

choices more reliably into line with their pre-existing beliefs about the fundamentals, and help 

mobilize groups to go to the polls—all goals that a healthy campaign can usefully perform, and 

deliberative democrats readily endorse. Notice, however, that these reforms are not distinctively 

deliberative; they do not imply any change of mind about fundamentals, or any revisions in 

response to the arguments of opponents. They involve just becoming better informed about how 

one’s pre-campaign opinions and preferences line up with the candidates and parties among 

which one has to choose. That is a consequence of reform that most democrats, including 

competitive theorists, would support.19     

The second general problem with trying to make elections deliberative comes from the 

effect not on campaigns but on deliberation. Attempting to promote deliberation in campaigns 

discredits deliberation itself. In campaigns, candidates and their supporters give reasons for their 

positions, but they use the reasons not primarily to reach agreement or encourage mutual respect, 

as deliberative democracy prescribes, but usually to gain advantage over opponents and to 

motivate their partisans, as campaign strategy requires.  

The typical interaction is hardly an exemplar of open-minded discussion among political 

opponents. During the campaign citizens spend most of their time talking to people who agree 

with them. The efforts to persuade partisans on the other side are rare, and when they do occur are 

rarely successful in the heat of a campaign. Citizens might learn more about which candidates fit 

their pre-existing preferences, but (as already noted) few change their minds in response to 

discussions with people they disagree with. Except for debates, the candidates too spend most of 

their time with their own supporters or at least with citizens who are most likely to vote for them. 

“Targeting” is the “foundation of virtually every aspect of campaign strategy.”20 Unlike a 

legislator who might try to reach across the aisle to recruit cosponsors for a bill by inviting 

amendments, candidates do not benefit from trying to persuade the opposition by making 

concessions, even less by changing their own minds.  

Reason-giving in the circumstances of a campaign provides a poor model for 

deliberation. If citizens get the idea that this is the kind of debate and communication that 
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democracy promotes, they are less likely to develop the skills and inclinations they need for the 

more reflective and substantive discussion that the deliberative ideal seeks. They may also be 

more likely to take a cynical attitude toward the rare moments of genuine deliberation that happen 

to occur in the campaign. Candidates who might otherwise favor improving the quality of 

campaign discourse come to see deliberative reforms as either futile (because they make such a 

small difference in the noise of the campaign), or perilous (because they weaken the competitive 

edge of the candidates who accept them).  

Proponents of deliberative reforms are of course aware of the deliberative defects of 

campaigns. They would agree that campaign discourse as we now know it falls far short of ideal 

deliberation. But they would argue that if we institute some reforms, to the extent that they are 

successful, we will begin to provide better examples of deliberation. These efforts do not have to 

degrade deliberation.  

But there are problems with this response. One is that it is difficult to make headway with 

a deliberative agenda in conditions where the incentives overwhelmingly favor adversarial 

competition. To the extent that the reforms are successful, the support for deliberation is likely to 

be fitful, and the results fragmentary, offering fleeting successes rather than stable improvements. 

Deliberation Day, after all, requires deliberation for only a day.  

Deliberation that can make a difference requires a sustained commitment— practices and 

institutions that engage citizens and politicians over time in settings in which civil dialogue can 

take place. Campaigns are one of the least favorable environments for trying to foster this kind of 

discussion, and one of the most favorable for producing fodder for the critics of deliberative 

democracy.  

Even if deliberative reforms were successful, the results would not necessarily help the 

reputation of deliberation as much as its proponents might hope. Campaigns are a necessary and 

desirable part of democracy as long as elections are the main way we choose our leaders. To the 

extent that deliberation weakens the competitive nature of campaigns, it may well deserve the 

censure of its critics. Deliberative democrats should want to protect campaigns from deliberation, 

and deliberation from campaigns.   

To be sure, it is not easy to encourage deliberation in the other parts of the democratic 

process—in civil society or in government—where it is necessary and desirable. Indeed, the rise 

of the permanent campaign makes the task even harder, as the habits of campaigning spread into 
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the practices of governing.21 It is also true that political interest is probably higher during a 

campaign than at other times.  But the difficulty of promoting deliberation where it is appropriate 

is not a reason to try to promote it where it is not. 

   

Regulating Campaigns 

If these doubts about deliberative campaigns are well founded, then we should be more cautious 

about expanding the scope of deliberation. For the purposes of election law, we should adopt an 

approach to deliberative democracy that focuses less on deliberation in campaigns and more on 

deliberation about elections. Deliberative democracy is capable of self-restraint; it does not 

require deliberation in all parts of the political process or all the time in any part.22 With respect to 

campaigns, it should favor restraint for the reasons just canvassed. What are the implications of 

such restraint for election law? 

The most general implication concerns the rationale for the legal regulation of 

campaigns. A restrained approach strengthens the legal doctrine of electoral exceptionalism—the 

view that the electoral process may be subject to more stringent regulation than ordinary 

politics.23  It does so, first, by removing a standard reason for protecting campaigns from 

regulation. If campaigns are not important sites of deliberation, there is less reason for protecting 

the deliberation from regulation. To some extent, courts have already recognized that in the 

context of elections other values sometimes trump free speech. Consistently with exceptionalism, 

the courts have accepted many regulations in the electoral realm that would be intolerable in the 

wider domain of public discourse. They have accepted limits on what voters are permitted to 

express at the ballot box, requirements to disclose the identity of political speakers, and content-

based regulations of electoral speech, such as constraints on electioneering near polling places.24  

However, the Supreme Court has not followed the doctrine in campaign finance cases. 

The majority seems to consider campaigns exceptional—but in a different sense with the opposite 

implication. In Citizens United, Justice Kennedy appealed to the exceptional importance of public 

dialogue as part of the electoral process, but in order to strike down legislative restrictions on 

campaign spending. If corporate-sponsored campaign ads can be prohibited, “speech would be 

suppressed in the realm where its necessity is most evident: in the public dialogue preceding a 

real election.”25 A restrained deliberative democracy would join with electoral exceptionalism to 

push back against this tendency toward overprotection.  
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Electoral exceptionalism holds only that campaigns may be subject to greater regulation. 

It does not necessarily say what the regulation should be. It does not by itself rule out regulation 

to make campaigns more deliberative. That is where the second and most important general 

implication of a restrained approach comes in. Such an approach shifts the agenda for reform of 

election law. It suggests that regulation should focus less on improving the deliberative quality of 

campaigns and more on removing the obstacles to voting and the counting of votes. It would give 

higher priority to eliminating unreasonable voter ID laws, cumbersome registration procedures, 

excessive limits on early voting, voter intimidation, inefficient or biased election administration, 

and questionable recount procedures.26   

The shift would expose some differences between the competitive and deliberative 

conception. Deliberativists might come to conclusions that competitivists would resist. They 

might, for example, accept practices that advantage incumbents, even at the cost of less 

competition, in order to make the legislative process more deliberative. But with regard to 

campaigns, the shift would bring deliberativists closer to competitivists. Both deliberativists and 

competitivists could argue that the Court should have invalidated anti-fusion statutes, permitted 

open primaries at least if adopted by voter initiatives, protected ballot access more effectively, 

and challenged partisan gerrymandering.27 Deliberativists might even be persuaded by the 

competitivist argument that the so-called millionaire’s amendment should be disallowed because 

it has the effect of protecting incumbents too much and competition too little.28 

The alliance of deliberative and competitive theory could also support legislative efforts 

to level the playing field. Both theories could agree to favor reforms based on a principle of 

equality, a rationale that the Court has so far consistently rejected. They both would be more 

tolerant of the analogy between campaigns and games than any of the justices seem to be. In the 

2011 decision that disallowed Arizona’s public financing system, both the majority and 

dissenting opinions summarily dismissed the idea that a campaign could be similar to a 

competitive contest. Chief Justice Roberts wrote: ‘‘ ‘Leveling the playing field’ can sound like a 

good thing. But in a democracy, campaigning for office is not a game. It is a critically important 

form of speech.”29 Justice Kagan concluded her dissent with this ironic jab: “Truly, democracy is 

not a game.”30  

To be sure, campaigns are serious endeavors. They are not mere pastimes, and their 

stakes are not petty. But refusing to acknowledge their game-like character and continuing to 
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exalt their debate-like potential reinforces the tendency to protect campaign activity from rules 

that may be necessary to prevent unfair practices. The protective tendency is evident in the 

judicial rhetoric. The opinions of both the majority and the dissenters in the Arizona case are shot 

through with appeals to the great importance of political discussion. There should be “robust, 

forceful, and contested debate”31—free of any burden on the speech of candidates presumably so 

that open-minded voters can make up their minds by engaging with as many different views as 

possible. If the value of campaigns is regarded as deliberative in this sense, then the fear that 

regulations may be burdensome is understandable. (It is also understandable given the current 

state of first amendment jurisprudence.)  But from the broader perspective of democratic theory, 

the focus should be not the burden on the candidates but the effect on the process as a whole. In a 

case like this the question should be not whether a system of matching funds unduly burdens the 

speech of candidates who do not take public financing, but whether the system serves all the 

goals of the democratic process including the prevention of corruption, the promotion of 

competition, and the reduction of distortion in political information.  

Unlike these judicial opinions, and unlike an expansive deliberative theory, the restrained 

approach would not reject campaign finance reforms on the grounds that they discourage robust 

public dialogue or reduce the diversity of voices in the campaign. It could reject reforms that 

impaired campaign communication in other ways—for example, by distorting information voters 

need to bring their votes into line with their pre-campaign views. But protecting dialogue and 

diversity for the sake of making the campaign more deliberative would not be sufficient. 

Maximizing the speech of corporations and unions may bring more views into the forum and 

create a more robust debate, but it does not necessarily make the competition fairer, and may well 

distort the flow of information voters need.  

In the most sustained and careful argument against deliberative campaigns by a legal 

scholar, James Gardner in effect provides substantial support for the approach developed here.32 

He maintains that the ideal campaign should simply help voters cast their ballot consistent with 

the beliefs they had before the campaign. Surveying a wide range of empirical evidence, he 

concludes that “voters are not persuaded during a campaign to embrace, or even in most cases to 

contemplate, ideas that are unfamiliar or that challenge their existing beliefs.”33 Instead of a 

forum for debate and persuasion, a campaign is and should be only preparation for the 

“tabulation” (“counting heads”) that constitutes the election.34  
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Gardner’s case against campaign persuasion is almost persuasive. But he carries his 

deflationary account of campaigns too far. At one point, he suggests that campaign finance 

reform to make resources fairer is not important because almost no persuasion takes place during 

campaigns anyhow. Mobilization is what matters, and that does not require as much money as do 

advertising and other forms of persuasion. He writes that  “…if campaigns [are understood] as 

tabulative, inequality of campaign resources looks much more benign.”35  

More fundamentally, Gardner seems to deny any role for persuasion at all, even some 

forms that both competitive and deliberative theorists would wish to preserve.36 (He does allow 

that some voters may be need to be persuaded to correct factual errors, and perhaps to recognize 

that certain issues are important than they previously believed, but he insists that “number of 

voters susceptible to this kind of persuasion, much less actually persuaded by campaign speech 

on these grounds, is likely to be small.”37) To help citizens bring their votes into line with their 

pre-campaign views (a task for campaigns that Gardner himself endorses), campaign speech may 

have to be more substantively persuasive than he seems to allow. To make sure the party faithful 

turn out to vote, a Republican candidate may have to convince his base that the party has not 

abandoned the goal of fiscal conservatism despite the deficit-increasing record of the previous 

Republican administration. A Democratic candidate may need to reassure her base that the 

compromises the party leaders made in rejecting single payer health care plans were necessary to 

make any progress at all.  

Substantive debates between candidates (even moments of deliberation) may be useful 

instruments of persuasion—not to persuade voters to change their minds about issues, but to 

adjust their opinions about the candidates’ competence and character. Without themselves 

following the substance of the discussion in depth, voters can tell whether the candidates are 

taking the issues seriously, speaking candidly, taking responsibility for their past statements, and 

displaying other qualities that bear on political competence and constitutional character.38 Even 

voters who do not take the issues seriously may still insist that their nominee does.  

Persuasion may take place in debates but more on the part of candidates than voters. In 

the course of a series of debates, candidates refine their positions, find more broadly acceptable 

policies, and improve their ability to justify their positions to diverse audiences.39 They modify 

their positions as they learn how to respond more effectively to the arguments of voters, both 

supporters and opponents. In debates, there is in effect a division of deliberation.  Citizens 
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observe so that they can learn more about the character of the candidates, but candidates 

deliberate so that they can learn more about the substance of the issues. This gives persuasion and 

deliberation a greater role than Gardner seems willing to allow. But it is still a relatively modest 

form of deliberation because only candidates engage in it, and only in special circumstances for 

limited purposes. It is still a restrained rather than a full blown deliberative democracy.  

If we think of campaigns more like strategic contests than deliberative opportunities, we 

will tone down the high-minded rhetoric that portrays campaign speech as the cardinal 

contribution to a great public dialogue, and that consequently encourages resistance to all 

restrictions on its expression. We will respect campaigns for what they are—useful devices for 

helping voters select their leaders on the basis of opinions they form before the campaign. We 

will promote deliberation in the many other sites where political discussion and civic education 

should occur in a healthy democracy. The habits of genuine deliberation can be cultivated only 

over time in the institutions of civil society and local government. These institutions provide 

greater opportunities for sustained interaction.40  

A restrained deliberative role for campaigns is perhaps less inspiring but it is no less 

significant for the democratic process. Recognizing that significance can help shift the priorities 

of legal and political reform. It should encourage us to put more of our resources for reform, 

limited as they inevitably are in politics, into changing the law and practice of campaigns so as to 

make competition fairer and communication less distorted. But the most important result of the 

shift would be to direct attention beyond the campaign to deliberation about electoral laws.  

  

Electoral Deliberation 

Giving more attention to deliberation about elections implies that we should create and strengthen 

institutions in which citizens and their representatives deliberate about the legal structure of the 

electoral process—the rules governing ballot access, redistricting, voting systems, primaries, and 

initiatives. Many of the familiar questions of election law that are now decided by courts and 

legislatures would be at least in part turned over to institutions more congenial to public 

deliberation. We would try to design these institutions so that they would fulfill the requirements 

of deliberation better than the courts and legislatures, which are in any case not well suited to deal 

with governing electoral law. Courts tend to frame issues in terms of individual rights rather than 

structural goods, and legislatures tend to favor the current systems that elected their members.41 
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Because of the deficiencies of courts and legislatures, two other institutions have come to look 

more promising as instruments of electoral reform: independent commissions and citizens’ 

assemblies.42  

Prima facie, these bodies have an advantage just because they are smaller. They enable a 

more efficient allocation of deliberation, which (deliberative democrats too often forget) is a 

costly practice in terms of time, attention and money. Because the number of participants is 

fewer, it is possible to lengthen the time and thereby enhance the quality of the deliberation. They 

are more efficient also because changing the electoral process affects a wider range of political 

decisions for a longer period of time than do the outcomes of one election or the adoption of one 

set of policies at a particular time.  

These smaller deliberative bodies have their own disadvantages, and their achievements 

have so far been mixed. The purpose here is not to offer a general assessment of their 

performance.43 If we can assume that an institution like a citizens’ assembly can be designed to 

meet deliberative requirements, we can ask what it should deliberate about. Focusing on 

reforming electoral law is more promising than trying to make campaigns more deliberative.  

The first reason that electoral deliberation is more promising is that its purpose is to 

improve a process—the electoral system—in ways that in principle can benefit all citizens and 

candidates. The aim is not the victory of one party or one candidate but the enhancement of the 

democratic process. The outcome does not have to be zero-sum and the interactions do not have 

to be strategic.44 The deliberation take place in a public forum in which the participants offer 

reasons that can be accepted by their opponents, and seek results that could benefit all parties. 

This reciprocity is quite different from a campaign where the main point is to defeat your 

opponent. Also in electoral reform, the consequences of changes are not as direct. Any 

advantages of apparent victory seem distant and, in the case of citizens assemblies or independent 

commissions, do not affect the deliberators directly. 

The deliberation does not of course take place behind a veil of ignorance. Participants can 

foresee the partisan effects of some of the reforms, and many will no doubt favor changes that 

would advantage their own groups or parties. Citizens who identify with smaller groups and 

insular minorities, for example, are likely to favor proportional rather than majoritarian systems. 

Deliberation will still be political, but it need not be parochial. When civic minded citizens are 
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recruited and assembled in the right way, and incumbent politicians and potential candidates are 

excluded, the process can be genuinely deliberative.  

A second reason to focus on electoral deliberation is that the process is more conducive 

to provisionality. Participants come to the process with fewer fixed beliefs and less intense 

opinions. They are consequently more open to accepting new ideas and changing their minds in 

the course of discussion than they would be in a campaign. This openness is partly due to the 

subject of deliberation:  most people (except perhaps election lawyers and some political 

theorists) do not have passionate views about the relative merits of various PR systems, open v. 

closed primaries, or standards for redistricting. It is also partly due to the setting: there are more 

opportunities for low-keyed discussions in smaller groups that meet for several months than in the 

short-term encounters that typically occur in the heat of a campaign. Perhaps most importantly, 

participants have to engage in a serious way with a wider range of perspectives than during 

political campaigns. Although they may not agree with their fellow participants, they have to 

listen and respond to their arguments. As a result, they are more likely to find points of 

agreement, or at least to accept the differences that remain.  

Finally, electoral deliberation, at least in institutions like the citizens’ assembly, can come 

closer to satisfying the diversity requirement—the demand to bring different perspectives into the 

discussion. That diversity will not come about spontaneously; random selection does not 

guarantee it either. The criteria for inclusion and the procedures of recruitment need to be 

systematically designed to produce a body that represents a wide range of views. That is often not 

easy. But it more feasible than trying to make deliberative bodies representative during a 

campaign when partisan diversity is likely to be the most salient criterion, and partisan 

commitment the strongest incentive for participation. Furthermore, if some perspectives are not 

initially represented, the chances of their being expressed by others (and seen as being expressed) 

are greater in a deliberative body that meets over a long period in a time of less intense political 

activity.    

Deliberative democracy favors deliberation about the electoral process but it does not 

dictate deliberative solutions to the problems of electoral law. This important distinction—

between the process and outcome of electoral deliberation—is obscured when, as often happens, 

the requirements of deliberative theory are directly applied to evaluate proposals for changes in 

election law. Such an approach is prevalent because it seems a natural way of connecting 
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electoral practice with normative theory. But it makes deliberative theory appear more rigid than 

it is, and misses one of its major advantages.  

In one of the more systematic attempts to use normative criteria to assess the electoral 

process, Keena Lipsitz argues that deliberativists should favor Proportional Representation (PR) , 

while competitivists may be indifferent between PR and First-Past-the-Post (FPTP), and both 

should favor systems that permit fusion candidacies.45 However, the connections are not as tight 

as she suggests. Deliberativists could prefer FPTP because it tends to produce two-party systems, 

which under some conditions encourage more interaction among citizens with diverse views, than 

do multi-party systems, in which the negotiations are left to legislators. Similarly, deliberativists’ 

conclusions about third parties (which are helped by fusion systems) are also more conditional 

than she and others suggest.46 Debates and other forums for discussion (such as Deliberation Day) 

can be more focused and coherent if they involve only two parties. More generally, the particular 

procedures and reforms that deliberative democracy should favor are significantly contingent; 

their relative merits depend substantially on particular circumstances and the likely tendencies of 

the political system in question. Deliberative democracy is in that respect no different from any 

plausible normative theory that might be usefully applied to assess the electoral process.  

Deliberative democracy has a further advantage—one that is obscured by the direct 

application of its requirements. The advantage can be seen more clearly by recognizing that it 

functions more as a second- rather than a first-order theory. A first-order theory seeks to resolve 

moral disagreement by rejecting alternative theories and principles. Its aim is to be the single 

theory that resolves moral disagreement. The most familiar conceptions of justice—utilitarianism, 

libertarianism, liberal egalitarianism, communitarianism—are first-order theories in this sense. 

Each claims to resolve moral conflict in ways that require rejecting the principles of its rivals. A 

second-order theory adjudicates among first-order theories by providing ways of dealing with 

their conflicting claims. It makes room for continuing moral conflict that first-order theories 

claim to eliminate. It can be held consistently without rejecting a wide range of principles 

expressed by first-order theories.  

Thus, in the process that deliberative democracy recommends, participants are able to 

consider many different values, as well as various contingencies. They can balance the value of 

deliberation against the value of competitiveness when they conflict. They could decide in favor 

of a legal reform that promotes competition at the expense of deliberation. They might even 
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decide to adopt reforms that would make campaigns somewhat more deliberative. That is why the 

two approaches (deliberative elections and electoral deliberation) are not mutually exclusive. But 

of course electoral deliberators could not go very far in making campaigns deliberative without 

running into the problems discussed earlier. 

In electoral deliberation, then, deliberative democracy does not require that the 

participants choose only deliberative reforms, but it does insist that the decision making process 

conform to the principles of deliberative democracy. These include the three requirements set out 

above, but they also imply other norms of deliberation.47 One important norm is that deliberators 

should give justifications not only when change is proposed, but also when it is resisted. This is 

especially relevant to discussions about election law. Like much of the rest of the democratic 

process, the electoral system is a set of politically constructed institutions, defined by rules that 

citizens and their representatives could alter. There is no default position, no electoral state of 

nature that must be presumed to prevail in the absence of compelling reasons to abandon it. 

Declining to regulate campaign finance is no less a choice, no less in need of justification, than 

deciding to regulate it. 

Electoral deliberation is not only a theoretical aim but also a practical possibility. 

Commissions for election administration and reform, have proliferated in democracies throughout 

the world,  and some are recognizably deliberative in aim.48  The potential for  electoral 

deliberation can be seen most dramatically in the Citizens’ Assembly established in British 

Columbia in 2004.49 The Assembly was composed of 160 (more or less randomly chosen) 

ordinary citizens, who were asked to deliberate about whether to change the province’s electoral 

system and if so how to modify it. This was the first time in the history of democracy that a body 

of ordinary citizens had been authorized to recommend a major change in the electoral system of 

a state. Since then, this institutional innovation has been adopted by other Canadian provinces and 

also in the Netherlands.  

The BC Citizens’ Assembly was charged with deciding whether to keep the province’s 

FPTP system, or replace it with some form of proportional representation. The group spent nine 

months—mostly long weekends—learning and arguing about electoral systems. They concluded 

that the current system should be changed, and that the two best alternatives were a mixed 

member system (similar to Germany’s) and proportional representation (similar to Ireland’s). In 

the end they opted for proportional representation, specifically a system of the single transferable 
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vote. Their proposal did not win the required super majority when submitted to the electorate in 

two separate referendums.  

Despite the outcome of the referendums, deliberative democrats should be encouraged by 

the quality of the discussion in the Assembly.50 Nearly everyone who observed and studied the 

assembly was impressed by how well informed and public spirited the members became during 

this process. Generally, the tenor was deliberative in ways that should warm the hearts of not only 

deliberative democrats but any democrat who wishes to give citizens greater control of the 

electoral process. The members did not come across as partisans or zealous advocates. They 

acknowledged the virtues of the other systems, appreciated the arguments of their opponents, and 

sometimes changed their minds.51 

The Assembly came about as a result of political events and principled leadership that 

cannot be counted on to occur regularly. And it required an investment of time and money that 

cannot be expected to be allocated routinely. Moreover, the process was not without flaws: the 

members did not have complete control over the agenda, some participated more than others, and 

some groups were not adequately represented.  

The most serious problem with this kind of electoral deliberation is not the difficulty of 

establishing an effective assembly, but the challenge of reducing the inevitable gap between any 

such assembly and the general public. The members of these institutions engage in a process of 

deliberation that the electorate can never hope to match. Members enjoy an opportunity that their 

fellow citizens cannot share. They are changed by the experience in ways that sets them apart 

from the electorate. They reach conclusions for reasons that most ordinary voters are not likely to 

fully appreciate. Designed to reduce the gap between citizens and experts, the process itself 

reproduces the problem that it was intended to overcome. 

It should be possible at least to reduce this gap. If assembly members take seriously their 

obligation to explain the process to voters, and voters are prepared to trust the judgment of 

members, the moral gap disappears, even if a competence gap remains. A voter can say to an 

assembly member not only, ‘‘I trust you because you engaged in a process that seems fair and 

reasonable’’ (that might be said to any representative), but also ‘‘I trust you because you are a 

person not so different from me, and you decided as I can imagine that I might have done in 

similar circumstances.’’ There is some evidence that the B.C. voters thought in exactly these 

terms as they decided how to vote in the first referendum—when the Assembly’s proposal won 
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substantial majorities.52 Had more thought in these terms, the proposal may well have carried. 

Unlike members of expert commissions, some legislators and other elites, assembly members not 

only are ordinary citizens before they serve but also resume that role after they serve. Their 

service exemplifies a pure form of rotation in office: Ruling and being ruled in turn—thus 

recapturing the classical idea of democracy. 

But even if the citizens who vote trust the assembly, a related problem remains. Except 

for the first referendum in BC, the turnout in the votes on the proposals from these assemblies has 

been disappointing. Even if the proposals had won approval, their legitimacy would have been in 

doubt. Deliberative democrats, like all good democrats, should not want to impose the basic 

electoral system on an electorate that has not shown more support than has been seen so far. In 

the Canadian referendums, most knew little about the assemblies, and “many were misinformed 

about their nature and composition.”53  One of the major causes of the low turnout and low levels 

of interest was the relative lack of vigorous participation by the political parties and other activist 

organizations.54 Partly as a consequence, the media did not cover the referendums as extensively 

as they would have in a political campaign. It is not surprising that fewer citizens took the trouble 

to vote. 

The implication of this problem is ironic. We set aside the project of deliberative 

campaigns only to find we apparently now need campaigns to finish the project of electoral 

deliberation. We seem to need deliberation in elections in order to legitimize deliberation about 

elections. To justify the changes in election law that electoral deliberation produces, we may have 

to resort to a process that looks more like the political campaigns that discourage deliberation.  

The problem of the gap between the deliberative bodies and the general public is real but 

addressing it does not require relying on political campaigns of exactly the kind that precede 

ordinary elections. The question in the referendums, after all, is not which party or candidate 

should win, but whether a change in the system by which voters choose among parties and 

candidates will benefit all citizens in the future. Because it is not partisan and zero sum like an 

ordinary election, it does not necessarily generate the narrowly strategic appeals and pervasive 

mutual mistrust that characterize ordinary campaigns. Its purpose is not undermined by 

deliberation.  

Notice also that the case against the deliberative campaign does not apply directly if at all 

to referendums and especially initiatives. Unlike ordinary elections they do not choose leaders to 
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govern, they enable the people themselves to govern. That means that it makes less sense to limit 

deliberation to governing in office. If  there is to be any deliberation at all, it must take place in 

the campaign.55 On the particular issue on the ballot, the initiative campaign is the last clear 

chance for deliberation. 

 But a challenge remains: how to stimulate greater interest and foster more participation 

in a decision about a complex, impersonal question of the kind that direct elections pose?  It 

would probably help if the campaign were not about so much about the merits of the particular 

reforms and more about the body recommending them. The debate would be more personal and 

accessible if it focused on who the members were, how they conducted themselves, the fairness 

of the proceedings, and other features of the assembly itself. That would make the campaign 

discourse more accessible, and probably more interesting to more voters. In designing the 

campaigns, we could also learn from the best practices of initiative campaigns that were 

successful in generating informed participation (and from the deficiencies of those that were 

not).56  

Also, we should resist the practice of setting higher thresholds for approval of electoral 

initiatives than for other kinds. Although the practice is not without justification (constitutional 

changes typically require supermajority approval), it biases the system in favor of the status quo. 

In the case of the electoral process, the status quo consists of laws and procedures that have not 

been approved by supermajorities in the first place, some of which are the result of reforms 

mostly instituted by elites.57   

If we can find ways to encourage more interest and participation in electoral reform, we 

will not only strengthen the legitimacy of election laws, but also contribute to public 

understanding of this essential part of the democratic process. That would be a greater benefit in 

the long run than increasing what citizens learn about policies and candidates in a particular 

election. What kind of election laws citizens choose directly or indirectly affects all the other 

political choices they ultimately make. That is a fundamental reason why electoral deliberation 

should have a higher priority than deliberative elections in the law of deliberative democracy. 
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